
moon phase layout and color guide
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moon phase
size and color specifications

* Color and size are customizable for  
this product.

8”     20 cm

9”

23 cm

8 x 9 inches = 0.38 sq. feet per tile

20 x 23 centimeters = 0.04  sq. meters  

per tile
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layout
For this pattern, columns of Half Moon tiles alternate directions. In the first 

column, the dark part of all Half Moon tiles faces left — in the next column the 

dark part faces right. Alternate columns like this across the entire area. The  

final pattern suggests dark and light stripes running behind a honeycomb 

lattice structure. 

moon phase
thick stripes in capricon

what to order
Moon Phase Half in Capricorn

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

tile placement

4’     1.21 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

tile alignment

honeycomb
4’ 8”

1.42 m
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what to order
Moon Phase Full, Sliver, Half, 

Crescent, Waning, Full Rev, Sliver Rev, 

Crescent Reve, and Waning Rev  

in Celestial

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

 layout
For this pattern, tiles are arranged in columns to suggest the wax and wane of 

the lunar phases. However, it’s not an exact progression, because the pattern 

is anchored around Full, Half, and Full Rev Moon tiles, which alternate in units 

of 5 down each column. Start at the top of the column with a Half Moon tile, 

and by the fifth tile you should have a Full Moon. 5 tiles later you’ll be back to a 

Half Moon tile, rotated 180º. Another 5 tiles brings you to a Full Rev Moon. Notice 

how the Half Moon tiles rotate 180º as they alternate with Full or Full Rev Moon 

tiles across the row. Each column of Moon Phase tiles is separated by a column 

of Solid Hexagon tiles, so that the moons will line up in horizontal rows.

moon phase
lunar stripes in celestial

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

tile placement

4’     1.21 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

tile alignment

honeycomb

4’ 8”

1.42 m

 

Solid Hexagon in Shale

Cement tile minimum:  20 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 240 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.
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layout
For this pattern, tiles repeat in units of 3 down each column. Start with a Full 

Moon tile. The second tile is a Half Moon with the dark side facing right. The 

third tile is a New Moon. Repeat these 3 along the length of the column. Repeat 

the column, but notice that the hexagonal shape means that the new column 

will begin either just above or below the previous column, and this interlocking 

of hexagons is what creates waves of moons moving across the pattern. 

moon phase
tides in capricorn

what to order
Moon Phase Half, Full, and  

Full Rev in Capricorn

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 180 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

tile placement

4’     1.21 m

4 x 4.67 feet = 18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters = 1.7 square meters

tile alignment

honeycomb
4’ 8”

1.42 m
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layout
For this pattern, Moon Phase tiles are placed at widening intervals until they 

reach Half Moons at the widest point, and gradually get closer together, 

mirroring the first half, like an elongated rhombus. Notice that each unit starts 

with a Full Moon and ends with a Full Rev Moon. Also notice that the pattern 

does not trace a literal progression of lunar phases, but is instead organized 

visually so that the dark and light sides mirror each other across the repeat. 

This pattern can be laid with hexagons on point, as in the photo — which also 

puts the rhombus repeat on point — or on the flat sides, as in the diagram. The 

areas around and within the Revolutions pattern are filled with Solid Hexagon 

tiles. Since this pattern will likely be the focal point of the space, we advise 

laying it out first as a decorative element before filling in the rest of the space.

moon phase
revolutions in enchanted

what to order
Moon Phase Full, Sliver, Half, 

Crescent, Waning, Full Rev, Sliver Rev, 

Crescent Rev, and Waning Rev  

in Enchanted

Cement tile minimum:  15 boxes of 8 tiles  
= 120 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  8 boxes of 10 tiles 
= 80 tiles

 

info and design consultation
Please visit the tile info section on  

our website for more details on  

specs, testing, installation, and 

commercial orders. We are happy 

to help calculate quantities plus 

necessary overage and to assist you 

in your customized tile layout. Please 

email info@aimeewilder.com.

tile placement

4’     1.21 m

4 x 4.67 feet =  

18.33 square feet

1.21 x 1.42 meters =  

1.7 square meters

tile alignment

honeycomb

4’ 8”

1.42 m

 

Solid Hexagon in Pearl

Cement tile minimum:  20 boxes of 12 tiles 
= 240 tiles

Ceramic tile minimum:  6 boxes of 20 tiles 
= 120 tiles

We recommend a 20% overage on all 
tile orders.
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